Advances in cornplltatiollal speed and memory make it now possihle to do full scale 2D and 3D PIC simulations of laser mK\ beam plasma interactions. However, the increased complexity of these codes and interactions make it neeessm'y to apply modern programming approaches like object oriented li'ameworks to the development of these codes. We report here on our progress in developing the ohjeet oriented parallel PIC code OSIRIS that i.� implemcnted in Fortran 90. In it, current state, the co:lc can be uscd for IlJ, 2D, and 3D simulations in Cartesian coordinates and for 2D simulations in cylindrically symmctric coordinates. We will present benchmarks of simulations done with this code for a proposed plasma wake field accelerator experiment [ I ,2}.
INTRODUCTION
The introduction of massively parallel computers with hundrcds of processors provides now the complltational speed and the memory needed to do full scale 2D and 3D simulation of plasma based accelerators and other problems in laser-plasma and beam-plasma physics. In order to take full advantage of ttle possibilities of this devclopment it has become necessary to usc Il\ore complex simulation codcs. The increased complexity of codes arises for two reasons. One reason is that the realistic simulation of a problem requires a larger lluml1er of more complex algorithms interacting with each other than the simulatioll of a rather simple model system. An example would be that initializing an arbitrary lascr or plasma beam in 3D b a much mon: difficult problem than doing thc same in 1D or 2D. The other reason that simulation codes arc hecoll1ing more complex is that the computer systems arc more complex and the performance obtained from them can dramatically differ depending on tim code strategy. Parallelized codes that havc to handle the problems of parallel communication and parallel 10 are an example of this. A way to dcal with this inereascd complexity is to use an object oriented programming style, which divides the code and data structures into independellt classes of objects. This programming style maximizes code reusability and reliability.
D}�SCIUPTION OF THE CODE AND CODE DEVI�LOPMENT
The goal of the code development program was 10 create a code that breaks up the large prohlem of a simulation into Benchmarking of the code has so lilr showll 11 slowdown of less than 15% compared to other codcs llsing Similar algorithms due to the additional overhead that is a side cf/ect of the ohject oriented implementation.
Pigure 1 shows the class hierarchy or OSIRIS. The maill physical ohjects u.�ed are particle ohjeets, electromagnetic field objects, and source field objects (for currents and densities). The particle object is an aggregate of an arbitrary number of particle species ohjects. The most important support classes arc the variahle-dimcl1sionality field class, which is used by the electromagnetic mId source field class and encapsulates many aspects of the dilllensionality of a simulation, and the dOll1ain� decomposition class, which handles all communication belween nodes. For easy portability of the code to different architectures all code that is machine dependent is encapsulated in the sYlitell1-, thc file-liystem�, and the utility�m[)dulc.
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The class hierarchy of OSIRIS
The code was first developed for I)) and 2D simulations in Cartesian coonlillates, which wok ahout a year of time.
o� 7803-5573-3/99/$1 O.OO@ 1999 IEEE. Since the plasma density is less than the beam dcnsity a total blowout of the plasma eleetl'Ons in the wake of the electron bunch, creating a positively ehm-gcd ion column, is expected. The simulation results clearly support this. ;t : : : � /r/-;r ,, \--�/ /�-� -
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Pigurc 4: l .ineout of the accelerating field along the axis at the first minimum and l11axim -u1l1 of the betatron oscillatiolls and at the final propagation distanc e of IIIl Proceedings of the 1999 Partiele Accelerator Conference, New York, 1999
Together the density plots confinn the wavelength of the betatron oscillation given by equation ( We also did sim ulations for the same physical setup hut with a larger number of g.-id cells and particles and therefore with a larger numerical accuracy. Figure 6 shows the I ineoLlts of the accelerating electric fiolds along the axis for the original as well as two higher resolution simulations after 3 cm of propagation. The results differ significantly only in that the peak accelerating field increases with the resolution of the simulation, This leads to the conclusions that the 2D cylindrically symmetric simulations describe most aspects of the PWrA well but that it is hard to gel a reliable estimatc of the peak field and therefore the maxilllulIl ohtainable particle energies wi th this algorithm, Pull 3D simulations arc probably required to clarify this question [21.
CONCLUSIONS
The object oriented framework OSIRIS for laser�plasma and beam�plasma physics has been developed �Uld successfully used for simulations of plasma wake held accelerators, These simulations support previous research results. The code will be lIsed for future research in this area as well as in other arcas. New modulcs adding new physics to the framework will he implemented as our research motivates it. Due to the object oriented programming style these new modules will be abfe to immediately take full advantage of all the other fcatures already implemented. 
